Double magnon (DM) processes in ordered magnetic materials can be observed by neutron inelastic scattering as specific modes, which then can be analysed as a function of both frequency w and wave vector q [I] . In quasi-one-dimensional (ID) magnetic compounds the Van Hove singularities which characterize the magnon density of states enhance the spectral weight of the DM modes relative to the single magnon mode. The DM modes observed to date are a direct consequence of linear magnon theory which describes small oscillations of the spins about their equilibrium position (see inset of Fig. 1) . A single magnon with frequency wo resuits in spin fluctuations in the X or Z directions, perpendicular to the spins. The conventional DM modes correspond to the same fluctuations observed in the Y direction, parallel to the spins. The resulting frequency is 2wo. A detailed analysis shows that two kinds of DM'fluctuations are expected in the Y direction, which are associated with the sum (creation-creation process) and the difference (creation-annihilation process) of the elementary frequencies. In the present work, we report the f i s t observation of DM modes associated with fluctuations in a direction perpendicu- Figure 2a also manifests weaker features at higher frequencies. When T is raised one observes a broadening of the single magnon mode and the occurence of a low frequency feature (Fig. 2a) . The dispersions of these new high and low frequency features are shown in figure 1, together with corresponding results for the IP and OP single magnon modes. The analysis of these new features is the purpose of the following description.
The magnetic properties of TMMC are well described by the Hamiltonian: with J = 6.8 K, D = 0.16 K, g = 2 and S = 512. The spin dynamics can be described by the evolution equations for the two angles 0 and cp defined in figure l .
For simplicity the ground state of the spins is assumed to be Bo = 0, cpo 11 0. In the continuum approximation, using equations (3a) and (3b) in reference [3] and after @ and O are redefined as n/2 + cp and n/2 -B respectively, we obtain in the small angle limit, 0 -+ EB and with For the data at T = 12 K one should take into account the thermal fluctuations which broaden the elementary modes and a more complicated convolution procedure is used. As seen in figures 2a and 2b a good agreement is obtained between our description ;tnd the data. The dispersion curves for these DM modes can be also deduced from the theory. The maxima are essentially determined by the singularities of the magnon density of states i.e. for d [w, (q k ) f wp (:Ic)] /dk = 0. One obtains the full lines in figure 1 in reasonable agreement with our observation.
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